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Abstract
The relations between Pakistan and the US have always remained asymmetrical –
in nature akin to any such bilateralism where one country, given its status as a
global power is able to relegate a smaller country as a peripheral or a total
dependency status – one that exists between a dominant and a dependent country.
The tensions between both the countries escalated to unprecedented levels with the
beginning of 2018 when the US chose bullying as its choice of policy towards
Pakistan. As a result of Trump’s policy overtures in the past one year, Pakistan
opted for strategic closeness with its long-standing friend China and, hence,
Islamabad initiated a policy of rapprochement with other countries including
Russia and Turkey. The roots of Pakistan, as a peripheral state, are not a postindependence phenomenon instead their origin lies all the way colonial period
inclusive of the unequal distribution of assets at the time of independence in 1947.
The main focus of this paper is to evaluate Pakistan-US relations in light of the
dependency theory. The paper will also attempt to highlight the evolving nature of
Pakistan’s profile from a periphery country to a semi-periphery state, with lesser
dependence on the core. In addition, this paper will also examine Pakistan’s
relationship with other regional countries and the challenges faced by the former
given the transitioning nature of Pakistan-US relations.
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Introduction
The US was amongst the first countries to have established diplomatic
relations with Pakistan. Rather than building an alliance with the US based
on shared values, trade and economy, Pakistan’s internactions in its nascent
years with the US remained need-based and, at best, transactional. Pakistan
needed the US to counterbalance its asymmetric defence equation with
India, while the US needed Pakistan to contain the then growing Soviet
influence.
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To understand the dependency theory, it is important to understand what
dependence implies in the realm of international relations. It is a situation in
which the economy of certain countries is conditioned by the development
and expansion of another economy to which the former is subjected.1 The
developed countries of today’s world have never been underdeveloped
though they may have been undeveloped. The countries like the US have
either maintained the status of a metropolis or have economically colonised
the underdeveloped nations.
Many argue that the economic dependency or under-development of a
country is a reflection of its own failing policies, as well as political, social
and cultural barriers. While it may partially be true, the following sections
would demonstrate that the contemporary underdevelopment of Pakistan is
the by-product of the relationship between a dominant core, the US and a
periphery state, Pakistan. It is also one of the main reasons why Pakistan’s
economy has remained unable to grow and sustain itself on its own for a
longer period and faced balance of payments issue.
This paper will build upon the theme of Pakistan-US relations in light
of the dependency theory with a critical analysis of its classical theory by
Prebisch. It will also take help from the Prebisch-Singer term of trade
thesis (PST), also known as the Prebisch-Singer hypothesis. The PST
highlights that the gains from international trade ratio are unequally
distributed between the developing and the developed country. According
to the theory, the developing country (periphery) is exporting primarily
raw goods and the developed country (core) is exporting manufactured
goods made from the same raw material.2 Prebisch looked at the global
economy as a single unit embedded with deep structural asymmetries,
faced by the developing countries.3

1
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Theoretical Framework
Core and periphery ideology has remained an essential contribution of the
Third World scholars; e.g. in 1920 German geographers suggested
something similar, as well as the Romanian sociologists in the 1930s. 4
However, the theme became a significant focus of social scientist after Raúl
Prebisch work in the 1950s. There are serious debates and disagreements
among the lineage of dependency theory and, while there is no one unified
theory of dependency, there are some core propositions which underlie the
analyses of the theory.
Prebisch’s idea emphasised the differences in market structures, goods
prices as well as labour in the dependent and developing markets (periphery)
and the industrialised market (centre), while Singer emphasised on the
differences in price and income between primary commodities and
manufactures. It implies that barring major changes in the structure of the
world economy, the gains from trade will continue to be distributed
unequally (and, some would add, unfairly though) between nations
exporting mainly primary products and those exporting mainly
manufactures.5
In the later years, Andre Gunder Frank, a German-American sociologist,
taking a cue from the dependency theory, coined the term “development of
underdeveloped.” In his argument, he refers to the core as the ‘metropolis’
and periphery as ‘satellite.’ In his work, he claims that the exploitative
nature of the relationship between the core and the periphery has been
evident throughout history. Many examples can be taken from the times of
slavery in the West to the period of colonisation. The western countries in
the past and even today have maintained a monopoly over international
trade by the help of establishing large corporations and multinational giants.
Immanuel Wallerstein, in his book World System Analysis, describes the
basic premise of the dependency theory, stating that some countries are
more established economically than the others, highlighting a formidable
4

Immanuel Wallerstein, World Systems Analysis; An Introduction (Durham and
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5
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https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/12825450.pdf
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flaw of ‘unequal trade’ where the core can trade on conditions that allow
surplus-value to flow from the weaker (periphery) states.6 Wallerstein writes
that in the world-system analysis core-periphery is rather a ‘relational
concept.’ 7 In a capitalist economy, an axial division of labour exists
between the core production and the peripheral production, nonetheless,
profit remains remarkably high from the processes that are more
‘monopolised’ than the other, making cores countries wealthier.
Dependency theory first emerged in recent history during the 1950’s
while it gained prominence in the later years. The theory emerged as a
response to the unequal economic distribution between the developed
and the underdeveloped countries. The theory was developed under the
guidance of the Director of the United Nations Economic Commission of
Latin America,8 Raul Prebisch. There are two categories of countries in
Prebisch dependency theory: i) the core — first world nations and; ii) the
periphery — poor or third world countries. The main argument of the
Prebisch dependency theory underpinned the idea that the economic
activity and growth in a richer or the core country that has serious
implications on the periphery country eventually leading to a serious
economic crisis.
This cycle of constant dependence can also be linked with the idea of
dependency theory by Karl Marx which highlights economic structuralism
and the economic relationships between economically rich core countries
and the economically poor the periphery states. 9 It is a thought that
explains underdevelopment as the result of the processes by which poor
countries and regions are incorporated into the capitalist world economy.10
Inevitably, the poor countries end up being a market of raw material
with less likelihood to cultivate means to develop the raw material into a
6

Wallerstein, World Systems Analysis.
Ibid.
8
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product themselves. Hence, they export their primary commodities to the
richer countries that manufacture the product and return it back to the
periphery country with a value-added cost. This eventually results in the
advancement and growth in a richer country does not make the
dependent state rich or provide any sort of sustainable economic growth
to the periphery country. The theory suggests that the economic activity
inside an economically rich country results in igniting economic as well
as national interest issues within the poor or the periphery country. The
benefactor, in this case, remains the richer powers as they inflict their
interests on the political, national as well as economic policies of the
recipient country, by influencing their development, political, national as
well as economic policies.

Basic Components of the Dependency Theory
Examining the detailed writings of different sociologists and economists,
three main components or important features of the dependency can be
chalked out which help explain the deep architecture of the theory.
a) The international system is the most important component of the
dependency theory which underpins the equation of:
i. The core state which is wealthy and economically diverse is
powerful both economically and militarily with its stronger state
institutions.
ii. The dependent states are less developed in contrast to the
dominant state. They are dependent on the core states to build
their economies through loans and financial assistance.
b) Singular external force: another defining component of the
dependency theory is the existence of a singular external force. This
means there exist an unequal balance that gives core the opportunity
to exploit the resources of the dependent country not only in terms
of economic resources but also by controlling the political and
institutional stage of the dependent country.
c) Reinforcement of unequal patterns: the concept of the theory
focuses on the discord between the two poles. It also amplifies the
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reinforcement of unequal patterns and episodes that exists between
the two and corresponds with any event or occurrence.
This evaluation further strengthens the argument that, even in a
capitalist structured economy, profit lies more with the system where
monopoly rests with the core or a dominant country. This debate is relevant
till day. The world economy has expanded throughout the globe, however,
certain few profit the most primarily since the world-system and the
economies were then located and driven from the developed part of the
globe like Europe and the US as they are today.
The semi-periphery countries or regions are those that, unlike absolute
‘peripheries,’ are ideally positioned between the core and the peripheral
states, with considerable potential for industrialisation and development.
Semi-peripheral states can manoeuvre flexibly in the capitalist economy as
they are periphery to the core and act as core to come to peripheral
countries.11 They are different from the periphery as they have the room
and capacity for industrial growth and technology.

Characteristics of a Semi-Periphery State
There are three main components that help identify a semi-periphery state.
a) Semi-periphery countries are more powerful than the periphery
states but less powerful than the core.
b) They have the capability to develop industries themselves and
manufacture their own products.
c) They have the capability to progress into a core state.
The concept of semi-periphery nations, under the theory of the world
systems, will help to substantiate that Pakistan today is not among the
periphery states as it was at the time of independence and during its early
years. In the past few years, Pakistan has outlived its status as a classical
periphery to semi-periphery and a developing nation. The economy, over
the past several years, has seen a steady increase. According to the
estimates by the World Bank, Pakistan’s GDP has grown from US$73.952
11

Immanuel Wallerstein, “Semi-Peripheral Countries and the Contemporary World
Crisis,” Theory and Society 3, no. 4 (Winter1976):463,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/656810
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billion to US$312.57 billion from 2000 to 2018. 12 It has all the basic
qualities that make it eligible as a semi-peripheral nation as far as its
interface with the US is concerned.
Considering the relationship between the core and the periphery as well
as to gain a better understanding of the phenomenon of dependence in
Pakistan which led to aid dependency, one must investigate the history of
the relationship between Pakistan and the US. It will be useful, to begin
with, the initial years of the country and its security as well as socioeconomic evolution over the years.

Complicated History
Pakistan and the US have had a complex history of relations. The relations
had veered between alliance intimacy and cordiality to indifference and at
times friction and tension.13 The early decades of Pakistan’s relationship
with the US revolved around a singular objective. The US wanted to
maintain its hegemony in the region to curtail the expansion of communism
while Pakistan looked at the US as a means to overcome its security
dilemma and balance of power vis-a-vis India. Pakistan’s security dilemma
and Washington’s strategic objectives gave rise to the element of
dependency as the building block of Pak-US relationship. Low level of
economic development pushed Pakistan to rely and depend on the US not
just to overcome its strategic shortcomings but also to sustain itself
economically. As a result, Pakistan got compelled to move into the US bloc
in order to meet its security needs, which led to its membership of SouthEast Asian Treaty Organisation (SEATO) and Central Treaty Organisation
(CENTO).14

12
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The 1950s, 60s and 80s saw a steep decline in Pakistan-US relationship.
It fell apart during the Kennedy and Johnson presidencies with a slight
period of breath during the Nixon presidency followed by a fractured patch
during Jimmy Carter’s presidency.15 The first set of sanctions, after 1965,
put an end to the facade of Pak-US alliance as it came to an abrupt end. The
sanctions did massive damage to the relations and it sprouted the element of
mistrust. China emerged as a new strategic ally and provided much needed
military assistance to Pakistan. The Chinese military hardware helped
Pakistan to circumvent the US sanctions, which ultimately led to the
beginning of the decline of dependence on the US military supplies.
Another set of sanctions imposed on Pakistan came soon after Pakistan
carried out its nuclear tests. In 1979, the US President, Jimmy Carter,
imposed unilateral military and economic sanctions against Pakistan on
uranium enrichment concerns.16 However, this episode ended abruptly after
the September 11 attacks on the World Trade Centre in the US. As a result,
Washington put nations around the globe on notice that ‘either you are with
us, or against us.’17 Corroborating the threat, the former President General
Pervez Musharraf in an interview to CBS stated that the then US
Intelligence Director, Richard Armitage, threatened Pakistan that be
prepared to be bombed, be prepared to go back to the stone age. 18 This
episode led to Pakistan joining the US-led War on Terror (WoT). As a
consequence, the phenomenon of aid dependency again took the driving
seat, navigating the trajectory of relations between the two countries. The
US employed the same means of a core state to lure a periphery state
through the means of aid and grants to meet its goals in the region and also
influence Pakistan’s policies in its war.
Since joining the US on its WoT, the direct and indirect cost incurred by
Pakistan due to incidents of terrorism amounted to US$123.13 billion (Rs.

15
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10,373.93 billion).19 Even so, during the early years of WoT, the cumulative
impact of the policies and actions led by the US adversely impacted the
economy of Pakistan in all major sectors. 20 Pakistan, thus, provided a
perfect context for the US to be ‘benevolent’ towards its economy. The US
aid to Pakistan created a sense of dependency of Pakistan’s economy on the
American subsidies and in return, the US got a ‘favourable’ ally proximate
with the West Asian countries.21
This equation sets a prime example of the relationship between the
dominant and the dependent country. It also helps to explain the persistent
economic struggles of Pakistan, as well as the tedious and discouraging
nature of relationship Pakistan and the US have experienced. Over the
course of many years, the dependent nature of Pakistan-US relations has
reinforced its shadows on by building the recipient’s ─ in this case Pakistan ─
the intensity of dependence on the dominant country ─ the US ─ through an
unequal pattern of interactions and policies that both shared. Similarly, the
transfer of resources such as foreign aid from the US to Pakistan made way
for the US to monopolise its politics in the region especially inside Pakistan
to fulfil and maintain its control.

Rethinking Pakistan-US Dependency Relationship
Washington’s involvement in the policy overtures of Pakistan became
exceedingly visible with the flow of the US aid. This also gave rise to the
American penetration inside Pakistan’s institutions in the form of increased
trade dependency, aid programmes, educational exchanges, as well as
military assistance programmes. By aligning itself with the US, Pakistan
was able to reap some benefits through military and economic aid, however,
it also paid a price by becoming dependent on the aid. Moreover, Pakistan
lost its independent voice in matters pertaining to its national interests as
well as injured its position internationally.
Keeping in mind the fundamentals of theory and relationship that
exists between the core and periphery, the mere founding of Pakistan-US
19
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relations serves as a highly relevant example and a classic case study of
the dependency theory. With significant ups and downs in the relationship
over the course of time, one can hypothesise that a richer country like the
US through different means can interfere in the poor, periphery country
affairs. This further suggests the temporary usefulness and a longer more
substantial impact of the core country on the periphery state.
To no surprise, the US aid to Pakistan made its economy depended and
conditioned to foreign money, this upper hand made America able to peruse
its interests in the region through Pakistan as we see during the Afghan war
and after 9/11. Through its aid programmes, the US was able to control and
influence Pakistan’s national policies by regulating its socio-political,
economic as well as national interests of which the policy overtures of
Pakistan during the Soviet-Afghan war and in the post-9/11 era remain two
prime examples.
As the components of the theory suggest, the core states are also
responsible for formulating and coining the world economic systems
according to their desires leaving the periphery states at the receiving end.
This form of monopoly gives the core an opening to shape the policies of
the dependent states according to their interests which in other
circumstances would be constituted by the periphery state itself like it has
been done by the US to Pakistan and evident by the history. The position of
Pakistan can, moreover, be explained by the structure of the world
economic system, which is also run by the same rich, core countries due to
the exploitative nature of the global economic system.
The US became an important strategic ally in exchange for heavy
financial assistance, due to which Pakistan often compromised its own
internal policies and national interests. Pakistan and its economy got drawn
into a vicious cycle of funds and aid not just by the US but also by other
international organisations like the World Bank and International Monetary
Fund (IMF) run and dominated by the same cores. Pakistan, being a
periphery of the world economic system in its early years, contributed to its
own underdevelopment by being at the receiving end. It is a vicious cycle
run by a select few to maintain geographical tiers of the core and the
periphery. However, this trend is changing. Pakistan’s economy in the past
few years has shown signs of stability. In the past decade, the country’s
economy has grown and is at an upward trajectory in comparison to its
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previous years. Its economy was among the top performers in South Asia
with a GDP growth of 5.2 per cent in 201722 and continued to grow to reach
5.8 per cent in 2018. 23 Foreign investments like the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) have also contributed to stabilising investment
market and businesses in Pakistan. Similarly, the security situation has
improved in the light of successful military operations by the Pakistani
armed forces including Operation Enduring Freedom from 2001 to 2002,
Operation Al Mizan from 2002 to 2006, Operations Zalzala, SherDil, Rahe-Haq and Rah-e-Rast from 2007 to 2009, and Operation Rah-e-Nijat from
2009 to 2010.24
All these factors have made it possible for Pakistan to take a step ahead
and be less reliant on foreign aid and more dependent on its own growth. As
a result, the country has enabled itself to emerge as one of the non-western
semi-periphery states and made a place for itself at the middle tier
Nonetheless, this change has not come overnight but is a by-product of
many struggles within and without.
This change from the periphery to semi-periphery also affected
Pakistan’s relation with its major and prime donor, the US. As a result of the
changing nature of this relationship, from a dependent to semi-periphery
state, Pakistan and the US have been on a crossroads of interest and
mutually agreed goals. The litmus test of this change came with Donald
Trump taking charge as the president of the US, and Pakistan’s gradual
distancing itself from the US and its demands to do more leaving both the
countries on a diplomatic tight rope.
Like any semi-periphery state, Pakistan is exhibiting the signs of a
regained sense of nationalism and a stark change in its pattern of
international diplomatic engagement and alliance. As Wallerstein suggests
that core’s ability to intervene in a peripheral state decreases as it becomes a
22
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semi-periphery in ‘moments of downturn,’25 as has been the case in PakistanUS relations. Islamabad observed a drastic change in Washington’s
behaviour. Since 2017, Pakistan witnessed a string of policy statements
coming out of Washington through several policy papers such as the
Afghan Strategy, the National Security Document, and the National
Defence Strategy. All the policy papers had one thing in common: an
aggressive posture of the US towards Pakistan. In its Afghan strategy, the
US conveniently blamed Pakistan, making it a scapegoat for all its failures
in Afghanistan 26 and maligned its role as a stable country globally.
Similarly, President Trump, while unveiling his National Security Strategy,
reminded Pakistan that it is obliged to help America because it receives
“massive payments” from Washington every year.27
With the beginning of 2018, President Trump once again lashed out at
Pakistan through his tweet on the new year’s eve in which he spoke
negatively of Pakistan and accused Pakistan of nothing but lies and
deceit.”28 Even before this, President Trump never held back in demeaning
Pakistan and its fight against extremism. He categorically stated, “United
States has foolishly given Pakistan more than 33 billion dollars in aid over
the last 15 years and they have given us nothing but lies and deceit, thinking
of our leaders as fools. They give haven to the terrorists we hunt in
Afghanistan, with little help. No more!”29 Pakistan in return said that it is
ready to publicly provide every detail of the US aid that it has received and
that it will “let the world know the truth.”30
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Following Trump’s tweet, the US announced cutting off aid which
practically was an insignificant move. The US aid levels to Pakistan peaked
in 2010 when roughly US$4.5 billion 31 worth of aid was provided to
Pakistan, which has been going down ever since to its minimum currently.
There was significant scaling down of the US assistance to Pakistan in the
later years of the Obama’s administration, from US$2.1 billion in 2014 to
US$1.6 billion in 2015 and US$1.1 billion in 2016, which decreased even
further down to US$526 million in 2017.32 Up to US$900 million in the
Coalition Support Fund (CSF) for Pakistan for the fiscal year 2017 still
remain pending33 while the proposed cut for 2018 is $350 million.34 The
cut-off of aid directly affects the CSF, which is the US reimbursements to
Pakistan for its counter-terrorism operations and the services that Pakistan
has already provided. A significant reduction came to the military aid with
Pakistan receiving US$100 million in 2018 fiscal year, previously in 2016
the US assistance to Pakistan under the State Department budget was
US$534 million, which included US$225 million in foreign military
funding. 35 The decrease in aid not only included military and securityrelated assistance but also Economic Support Funds, International Narcotics
Control and Migration and Refugee Assistance. While the issue of aid and
its disbursement still remains one of the most challenging aspects of the
Pakistan-US relationship, the new leadership of Pakistan has made it clear
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to Washington that it seeks more than US funds, it seeks stronger and
mutually beneficial ties. 36
As Pakistan’s economy grows, its perception as an insecure state has
metamorphosed into an existential crisis. Pakistan is exhibiting
independence in behaviour like any developing country would. Its active
transition is significant, as it challenges the American hegemony in the
region. Pakistan is moving forward from a dependent state towards a
developing country with decreasing influence of the US in its policy. This
transition is also changing the power dynamics that revolve around
Pakistan-US relations as it is increasingly moving closer to its economic
arch-rival, China. This has given birth to new challenges, for Islamabad,
primarily in the form of changed US attitudes and negative narrative
reflecting Washington’s displeasure at Pakistan’s transition from a
dependent periphery state to an independent developing country.
Washington still feels compelled to enforce its own will on Pakistan. The
negative rhetoric, do more mantra, and unnecessary bashing of Pakistan
showcases America’s attitude towards a nation that was once dependent on
its aid.

Refurbishing Alliances
The geopolitics of South Asian region plays a critical role in determining
the future alliances of many countries including two major powers ─ China
and the US ─ Pakistan and India and a war-torn country ─ Afghanistan. As
a growing economy, Pakistan needs to develop and refurbish its ties with
the regional and other countries and build allies where it can. The world is
changing from a unipolar stage to a multipolar theatre. Pakistan, being in the
middle of it can utilise the world power politics for its own advantage.
The current nature of the China-US relations is intensifying the
competition between both the strategic and economic rivals. Beijing’s
economic and strategic growth has enabled it to cut through the superpower
monopoly created by the US for the past many years. Its mushroom growth
and increasing technological advancements in the field of cyberspace and
military has put the US policy circles on alert. The rise of China and its
36
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growing influence throughout the globe have set the stage for more intense
competition between Washington and Beijing.
Regardless of the adverse rhetoric maintained by President Trump,
China has shown its willingness to work with the US countless times.
However, it will be interesting to see how the two economy giants come to
agree on common grounds, as President Trump has already exited many
international platforms including the Paris Climate agreement, the Iranian
Nuclear Deal and the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) leaving a void, which
provided China with an opportunity to act as more of a reliable ally and
partner. 37 According to an estimate, the CPEC will potentially reduce
unemployment by US$2.32 million by the end of 2018 with 30,000 direct
already created and an estimated 800,000 jobs in the next 15 years.38 The
progress of the CPEC will be a significant factor for the US to design its
policy in relation to China, which will have a ripple effect on Washington’s
relation with New Delhi. This threatens the existing power structure as the
US hegemony is challenged by the rise of China and Pakistan in the region.
The two arch-rivals Pakistan and India, are realigning strategically;
Pakistan, a traditional ally of the US, is drifting towards China while India is
strengthening its relationship with the US.39
Afghanistan remains another challenge. Over the years, the US has
maintained a force posture of up to 9,800 40 military personnel in
Afghanistan, a considerable amount of which it is planning to withdraw.
Nonetheless, the Trump administration vows to support Afghanistan
security forces as the situation in Afghanistan remains a stalemate, while the
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threat of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), also termed as Daesh, in
Afghanistan and in the region is real.
As cliché as it sounds, the US has failed to recognise Pakistan as a
country which has a lot to offer besides its military support in fighting
extremism in the region. The evolving security situation in the region
provides Pakistan with an opportunity to play a proactive role and increase
its cooperation with the US and Afghanistan to address the threats. The
Afghan peace process provided Pakistan with an opening to showcase itself
as a responsible regional player that is not at the periphery of geo-regional
development anymore.
Indo-US relations are significant in the region. The relations over, the
last decade, have remained and in an upward trajectory. Since President
Clinton’s era, the relations between both the strategic partners have broadly
remained on a steady path with upward growth. The relationship covers
every aspect of a strategic partnership which led to strong and superior
defence agreements. In addition to defence partnership, the bilateral
trade and energy also encapsulate the multi-dimensional approach to the
relationship. The trade between both the countries stands at insubstantial
US$100 billion, while both aspire to expand the target of bilateral trade
five-fold in the coming years to an estimated US$1 trillion.

Challenges and the Way Forward for Pakistan
Pakistan is witnessing a slow but successful rise not only internally but at
the global stage. Its economy is growing and developing and has upgraded
from a frontier economy to an emerging market in the Morgan Stanley
Capital International (MSCI) index.41 It has been successful in eradicating
and minimising extremism on its soil and has managed to be a part of global
projects such as the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), by China. Pakistan is
successfully taking on BRI’s pilot project, the CPEC which is helping it
with a new form of economic revival. The success of the CPEC projects
despite all the internal challenges and external pressures, promises an
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economically diverse Pakistan against the existing economic status quo in
the region.
Post-2018, the strains that were being felt between Pakistan and the US
became more visible and exposed Washington as an unreliable ally. In the
past, years Pakistan has had numerous opportunities and reasons to re-fresh
its outlook towards the US. However, the recent attitude of the Trump
administration while has left the policymakers in Islamabad disgruntled and
insecure has helped Pakistan to broaden its world outlook and move away
from the US’s camp. Moreover, the rapid changes in Washington policy
overtures under the ‘America First,’ campaign, by increasing the US’s
strategic and military reach out to India, has added to the urgency.
What is important for Pakistan is to seek a practical and tactical
reorientation of its foreign policy without any focus on a single country.
This is the primary challenge that Pakistan faces with the growing
disoriented world order and increased multi-polarity challenging the US’s
pre-eminence. The challenges in the region provide Pakistan with an
opportunity to make its place known. With the change in the internal
dynamics of the country and a stronger foreign policy together with a stable
and developing economic situation, Pakistan can easily solidify its transition
to a semi-periphery nation. For this purpose, Pakistan needs to choose its
allies in the region and around the world wisely, keeping in mind long-term
objectives and goals. Washington has chosen to build a stronger bipartisan
strategic partnership with India to counter the rise of Pakistan and China and
its growing print in the region, through trade and investments. Pakistan has
made it clear that it will work with the US-based on equality and not take
dictations from the US if it goes against Pakistan’s national interest. 42
Pakistan is not seeking a selective policy with an exclusive sphere of
influence of any single power.
Pakistan and the US share a lot of commonalities which can be
transformed into areas of convergence of interests for both the countries.
However, the indication is that the policy led by the Trump administration
will remain without a drastic change. It will primarily be a policy-driven by
the US interests. In order to meet this challenge, Pakistan should put its case
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forward proactively and robustly. What Pakistan needs is a policy of greater
equilibrium and independence. The best future course of action for Pakistan
is to pursue a relationship free of conditions and one that is built on mutual
interests.
In the changing world affairs and the fast globalisation, economies,
politics and strategic interests of the regions and the countries are
interconnected and not dependent. The concept of a core and periphery is
fading, making way for a semi-periphery economy. A lot of the
conventional relationships that were formed in the post-colonial time period
and the post-Cold War time, have moved from the state of dependency to
development. Countries such as Pakistan are emerging as semi-periphery
states, if not core poles in the world. Pakistan, being a periphery nation, has
suffered more under the auspices of its relations with the US. This
dependency gave the US the opportunity to meddle in the internal politics of
Pakistan and institutions. However, Pakistan has progressed from being a
dependent periphery state to a semi-periphery state with considerable
economic development and industrialisation over the course of many years.
This transition warrants a strong future strategy aimed at mitigating its own
vulnerabilities while accruing utmost advantage from its partners.
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